Optically detected zero field magnetic resonance (ODMR) has been utilized to obtain the time structure parameters IDi and IEI of the phosphorescent color center in phosphorous activated potassium chloride and bromide single crystals. The dipole activity of the zero field spin-orbital states, the Franck-Condon analysis of the vibronic structure of the phosphorescence spectrum and the fine structure parameters are ah consistent with the proposed identification of the impurity center as PO; ion.
Introduction
Single crystals of alkali halides grown from the melt in the presence of phosphorous vapors exhibit both a narrow line and broad band luminescence that has variously been attributed to inclusion of elemental phosphorous, PO2 radical and POT molecular ion [ l--4]_ Recent&, several detailed investigations of the electronic and vibrational spectra of the phosphorous activated alkali halide lattices have been reported which argue strongly in favor of the identification of the impurity center responsible for the narrow line emission as the PO, ion [5, 6] . The correct identification of the species responsible for the observed narrow line emission is of particular interest since there are relatively few examples of molecular color centers in alkali halide lattices which exhibit a line spectrum. The identification of the impurity center as POT rests heavily upon the close similarity between the observed electronic spectrum and the spectra of the isoelectronic species NOT [7-9] and SO2 [lo,1 l] _ A;t high concentrations of phosphorous, lattices activated by both elemental phosphorous and POT ion are evidently obtained [S] . Elemental phosphorous is thought to be responsible for the rather broad and featureless emission which partially overlaps the region of narrow line emission.
It is the purpose of the present work to examine the narrow line emission spectrum of phosphorous activated potassium chloride and bromide single crystals using the technique of optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) [ 12,131 in an attempt to more completely characterize the nature of the impurity center.
Experimental
Single crystal samples of phosphorous activated KC1 and KBr were prepared by the method described by Plachenov et al. [4] . High purity (99.99%) alkali halide together with 0.02% by weight of red phosphorous was sealed under vacuum in a vitreous silica tube. The sample tube was then lowered at a rate of approximately 1 cm/h through a high temperature Bridgeman furnace. In this manner large single crystals of the phosphorous activated alkali halide were obtained. Crystals were cleaved parallel to the principal cleavage directions of the cubic lattices, mounted in a slow wave microwave helix attached to the end of a length of semirigid cryogenic coaxial cable and cooled to the working temperature by either a 1 atm helium exchange gas or direct immersion in superfluid liquid helium.
The source of frequency swept microwave radiation was a Hewlett-Packard 860033 sweeper and associated plug-in modules. Lifetime measurements were made using the doubled 5900 A output from a pulsed Chromatix CMX4 dye laser. Decay curves for the lifetime measurements were averaged with a Northern NS575 CAT. Continuous excitation for the ODMR and optical spectra was provided by the ultraviolet output of a 1 kW mercury-xenon high pressure arc lamp. Phosphorescence was dispersed with a l-meter Jarrell-Ash spectrometer and detected with a refrigerated EM1 9558-QB photomultiplier.
Results and discussion
In the following discussion we shall adopt the molecular axis system with x normal to the molecular plane and z parallel to the two-fold axis. The POT ion has C, symmetry and is isoelectronic with the nitrite ion and sulfur dioxide, both of which have been extensively studied spectroscopically. According to simple molecular orbital theory and by analogy to NO_ and SO,, the lowest triplet state of the POT ion would be of orbital symmetry Br , arising from promotion of an electron from a non-bonding s-type orbital localized on phosphorous, to a rr* orbital which is anti-bonding with respect to the P-O bond. As the bond angle is increased from 90° to 180° the initial phosphorous orbital tends from pure s-type to p-type and the transition energy decreases.
The individual spin-orbital symmetries are A1 (rY), A2(rx) and B2(rz). Transitions from the TY and 7z spin-orbital state: are electric dipole allowed by first order spin-orbit coupling selection rules with z and y polarizations, respectively. Transitions from the 7~ spin-orbital state are electric dipole forbidden in first order spin-orbit coupling in the absence of a nontotally symmetric vibration_ Again, by analogy to both NO? [8, 9] and SO2 [IO,1 l] we anticipate that the most active spin-orbital state will be rz which exhibits a large direct spin-orbit coupling matrix element (onecenter) with the strongly allowed L B2 state of II-~* typeIn nitrite ion the TY spin-orbital state is only very weakiy active. As judged from the relative intensities of the appropriate high field Zeeman lines with the field parallel to they molecular axis, this activity is approximately 10% that of the TV spin-orbital level.
Since the spectroscopic and ODMR results obtained 288 fig. 2 ), two moderately strong ODMR signals were observed at 2930 MHz and 4580 MHz, both corresponding to an increase in phosphorescence intensity. The resonance linewidths were approximately 9 MHz. Spin-alignment evidently persists well above 4 K and ODMR signals could easily be obtained at this temperature. Measurements by Avarmaa [S] of the temperature dependence of the phosphorescence Lifetime of this impurity center suggest that spin alignment is obtained at approximately 12 K. Using microwave power levels in excess of 2 W, it was not possible to observe any indication of chlorine quadrupole splitting indicating that the impurity center does not involve significant covalent bonding with the halogens. A third resonance at 75 10 MHz could be observed by simultaneously pumping (EEDOR) the 2930 MHz resonance. The ODMR results are consistent with either of the relative level ordering schemes depicted in fig. 1 .
The lifetimes of the individual spin states were obtamed by the method of microwave induced delayed phosphorescence 114,153 and were found to be 2"' = T, =2msandT, = 90 ms. These results are in approximate agreement with those obtained by Avarmaa [S] from graphical decomposition of the low temperature total phosphorescence decay curve and confrrrn his interpretation of the multiple lifetime decay as arising from individual spin-states of the spin-aligned triplet. gests that one of the spin-orbital levels is totally inactive and does not contribute to the observed phosphorescence intensity. This observation is consistent with the radiative decay scheme illustrated in fig. 1 a but inconsistent with that of fig. lb, and accordingly, It will be observed that the suggested relative level ordering scheme is identical to that established for NOT by high field Zeeman measurements [9]_ The zero-field splitting parameters of POT and SO, are quite comparable in magnitude and considerably smaller than those of NOT. Relatively large one-center spinspin dipolar interaction matrix elements on the apex phosphorous atom are expected to account for the major portion of the zero-field splitting.
The phosphorescence and PMDR spectra of PO; centers in KC1 host !attice at 2 K are illustrated in fig.   2 can be generated using the general formula derived by Hipps et al. [19] .
The overlap integrals of eq. (1) are dependent on four parameters, icf and 6i, where i again labels the mode in question, kf is the ratio of the excited to the ground state frequencies of the ith mode and bi is the normalized displacement of that mode. In the case of the stretching mode, only three lines of adequate intensity were available and, although this is sufficient for an algebraic determination of the parameters, no check on their accuracy was possible. The bending mode, however, furnished five usable lines and these were fit to 4% precision by variation of klf and bi.
The results of this procedure are presented in table 1 and are consistent with our expectation thar the apex angle and P-O bond length both increase in the excited state.
Conclusion
The microscopic details of color centers in alkali halide crystals are often quite complex and, accordingly, we feel compelled to careFully summarize the conclusions of this work. We have confirmed the lifetime measurements and spectroscopic measurements made by Avarmaa [5 ] . Additionally, the ODMR results are consistent with his suggestion that the multiple lifetime decay observed below about 12 K is due to an increasing spin al@rnent of a zero-field triplet. We have obtained the absolute magnitudes of the triplet zerofield splitting parameters IDI and I,!?1 _ Ali of the above data is consistent with the identification of the narrow line luminescent impurity center in phosphorous activated alkali halide lattices as POT. Other details of the microscopic model remain uncertain: for example, the position and orientation of the impurity. We are initiating an investigation of the magnetic field angular dependence of the ODMR spectrum in order to ascertain the orientation of the PO, impurity center.
